REALCASINO
THE FIRST REAL BLOCKCHAIN CASINO
WHO ARE REAL CASINO?

White Paper Release
EXECUTIVE TEAM

The team creating Real Casino already have an operational casino
studio in the regulated environment of Malta, not only that, they
have many years of international broadcasting experience for the
production of high quality HD gaming related content. The operation already provides content for licensed gaming sites, from
both Malta based companies and other internationally recognised
jurisdictions. The company is already established and fully compliant with the MFSA.
WHY IS BLOCKCHAIN A BENEFIT?
By using the secure and auditable blockchain technology Real
Casino can guarantee, toward its players and partners, that all
wagers and there outcomes are provably fair, even better for the
players and partners, all transaction costs are lower, which will
result in better odds and spreads being offered. This transparency
provides trust for all parties involved.
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TOKEN ALLOCATION

COMPLIANCE
The same Blockchain technology security will also enable the
tiresome and frustrating AML/KYC compliance issues to be a ‘once
and done’ event. Once a player is ‘in’ the system their details
cannot be scraped/harvested or corrupted, and all your exchanges
will be with other similarly registered and compliant counterparties.
OTHER BENEFITS?
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The Real Casino operation is starting from the position of having
existing clients, so this base of players and operators will immediately provide a known marketing opportunity for the product.
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(Casino Hybrid Interactive Play)
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USE OF PROCEEDS

The Ethereum (ERC-20) based CHIP token is purpose built to provide an enclosed and secure environment for the Node Affiliates,
Game designers and Players. Land based casinos can and will also
be operating the CHIP token, thus allowing for secure transfers
for play in the real World gaming establishments as well and the
virtual one. This token can be transacted with any Ethereum Based
Wallet, making transfers of value in and out of the Real Casino
platform, low cost and fast.
ACCOUNTABILITY
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Everyone enjoys the improvements to transactional security and
improved odds. What has always been an issue for any casino, is
player trust. Real Casino and CHIP ensures this is not the experience killer that players suffer in other environments.
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To find out more, visit
realcasino.io

Bricks & Mortar casinos are rapidly joining the on-line casino
market, and CHIP is a unique interfacing token which will facilitate
this development. The Partner casinos will be able to transact
exchanges between the CHIP and casino chips, and in reverse, to
allow Real Casino players to play in the casino and then continue
afterwards, by playing on-line remotely. Thus increasing demand
and service provision levels for all parties. We believe this will
push the on-line and physical casinos closer together over the
next decade.

